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ROBERT H. MACARTHUR
AWARD

Stephen R. Carpenter
The Robert MacArthur Award is
given once every two years to an established ecologist in midcareer for
meritorious contributions to ecology,

in the expectation of continued outstanding ecological research. The winner of the MacArthur Award in 2000
is Stephen R. Carpenter. Professor
Carpenter stood out as a clear choice
for the award in a very strong field of
nominees. He has distinguished himself both in basic and in applied research, through his work on trophic
cascades in lakes and on the management of highly nonlinear ecosystems.
Carpenter’s work is a model for
the study of complex systems, such as
lake ecosystems, seamlessly integrating theory, example, and practice to
deal with multiple causation and inherent uncertainty. His research career exhibits exponential growth in
both quantity and diversity. He began
with a focus on the organismic, population, and community scales of ecology, but his more recent work looks
at the whole system, landscape, and
global scales. He championed largescale experimentation, developed the
statistical tools required to provide
quantitative rigor, and demonstrated
how whole-lake manipulation could
advance the understanding of ecosys-

tem dynamics. More recently, he has
undertaken highly innovative and influential work integrating ecology,
economics, and management.
The Pew Foundation recognized
the breadth, capability, and creativity
of Steve Carpenter’s work when they
selected him as Fellow in Conservation and the Environment. He is also
the recipient of two awards from the
Mellon Foundation, the Per Brinck
Award in Limnology of Lund University in Sweden, the Hutchinson Medal
from the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, and the Ecology Institute Prize for 2000. Of course,
he was also selected to be the ESA
President for 2000–2001.
Stephen Carpenter is an exceptional scholar, a skilled leader, and a
citizen of the best kind. He is an outstanding choice for recognition
through the MacArthur Award.

served as an inspirational mentor, and
has effectively and selflessly served
on innumerable committees and in
different offices.

Bob’s eminence is expressed in
the breadth and longevity of his insights. His classic paper in 1966 on
food web complexity and species di-

R. H. MacArthur Award Subcommittee: Simon Levin (Chair), Timothy
F. Allen, Donald L. DeAngelis,
Patricia A. Flebbe, Diane Marshall,
Alison Power, Peter Vitousek

EMINENT ECOLOGIST
AWARD
Robert T. Paine
The Eminent Ecologist Award is
given in recognition of an outstanding body of ecological work or of
sustained contributions of extraordinary merit. The winner of the 2000
Eminent Ecologist Award is Robert
T. Paine. Bob has had a huge influence on ecology as we know it; many
of our current ideas about communities, predation, indirect interactions,
gap formation, stability, nonequilibrium dynamics, food webs, and so on
are traceable to Bob and his work.
His talents are many—superb naturalist, innovator in experimental manipulation of natural systems, rigorous in detail, keen thinker, and guardian of Uncle Sam’s dollars. He has
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versity has been reprinted in four collections of benchmark papers; in addition, five of his other papers have
been reprinted in books of selected
readings. His concept of the keystone
predator is probably known by every
student who ever took an ecology
course, and its continued significance
is reflected by prominent mention in
recent reviews as well as issues of
Science. But Bob’s contributions extend far beyond a single classic paper.
His research on gap dynamics in the
rocky intertidal led to his collaboration with Si Levin to formalize the role
of disturbance in community dynamics in mathematical terms. This work,
combined with Bob’s experimental
studies on predation, was critical in
pushing ecology from a paradigm of
equilibrium communities structured by
competition, to nonequilibrium communities strongly influenced by predation and by spatial and temporal heterogeneity. Similarly, Bob’s work on
the structure of food webs and the
measurement of interaction strength
has had a profound influence in shaping our understanding of these topics.
His experimental analysis of interactions between intertidal grazers and
seaweeds simultaneously confirmed
his earlier speculations about variation in interaction strengths in interaction webs, and renewed interest in

the topic, touching off a new round of
intensive research and debate regarding this and related issues. Finally,
Bob has had a major international influence on marine ecology. Marine
ecological research in Chile, for example, owes much to Bob’s collaborative efforts with Juan Carlos Castilla
and other Chilean marine scientists
during sabbatical visits to Pontificia
Universidad Catolica in Santiago.
Much of Bob’s impact on ecology
stems from the high standards he has
set, as well as his outreach to those
with different perspectives and different ways of approaching systems. Although he has always imbedded his
own work in a general theoretical framework, he has been a strong advocate
of field experiments throughout his
career, and should be credited as one
of the most effective leaders in bringing about increased rigor in modern
ecology. Bob’s great skills as a naturalist have enabled him to design convincing experiments and to draw strong
and lasting conclusions. He has an
amazing breadth, ranging from fossil
brachiopods to extant birds.
Bob has also had a profound influence on ecology through his mentoring of students. He has advised
over 40 graduate students at the University of Washington, many of whom
would now figure prominently on any

Who’s Who list of the most creative
and influential marine ecologists. As
a member of the Department of Zoology faculty at the University of
Washington since 1962, and its Chair
during much of the 1990s, Bob had a
major hand in developing one of the
best ecology programs anywhere.
Bob has been widely recognized
for his achievements, having won
ESA’s MacArthur Award in 1983,
the Excellence in Ecology Prize from
the Ecology Institute in Oldendorf am
Luhe, Germany in 1989, and the
Sewall Wright Award of the Society
of American Naturalists in 1997. He
gave the third Tanner Lecture for the
British Ecological Society in 1979,
and was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1986. He has been
a Vice President (1977–1978) and
President (1979–1980) of ESA, and
served on numerous editorial boards
and National Research Council panels. Bob Paine has made a real difference in how ecologists view the
world, and ESA is both privileged
and honored to present the 2000 Eminent Ecologist Award to him.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
CITATION

stimulating and sponsoring a wide
range of research among a diverse
collection of ecologists, and for developing infrastructure and training
programs in ecology. In addition, he
has served both ESA and the broader
society in a wide range of activities.
Bill’s program at Mellon differs
from more traditional funding sources
in that he explicitly seeks creative
and innovative ideas. This makes it
possible for investigators to submit
“daring” projects, of the kind that
more traditional panels would perhaps classify as too “risky” to consider seriously. Bill acts as a kind of
talent scout, seeking out the best
young talent and trying to arrange for
them to pursue innovative ideas. In
addition, Mellon directly supports a
training program for young ecologists.

William Robertson IV
The Distinguished Service Citation
is given annually in recognition of
long and distinguished service to the
Ecological Society of America, to the
larger scientific community, and to the
larger purpose of ecology in the public welfare. The winner of the 2000
Distinguished Service Citation is
William Robertson IV. Bill is currently the program officer at the Mellon
Foundation who is most responsible
for ecological research. Through his
efforts at the Foundation and his networking within the ecological community, he has been responsible for
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